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Description:

This book is a gift, and not only to Jordan.–USA TodayIn 2005, First Sergeant Charles Monroe King began to write what would become a two-
hundred-page journal for his son in case he did not make it home from the war in Iraq. He was killed by a roadside bomb on October 14, 2006.
His son, Jordan, was seven months old. A Journal for Jordan is a mother’s letter to her son about the father he lost before he could even speak–
including a fiercely honest account of her search for answers about Charles’s death. It is also a father’s advice and prayers for the son he will never
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know. Finally, this is the story of Dana and Charles together–two seemingly mismatched souls who loved each other deeply and lost each other
too soon.

A Journal for JordanA Story of Love and HonorRandom HouseWritten by Dana CanedyAvailable in Hardcover and PaperbackIn 2005, First
Sergeant Charles Monroe King began to write what would become a two-hundred-page journal for his son in case he did not make it home from
the war in Iraq. Charles King, forty-eight, was killed on October 14, 2006, when an improvised explosive device detonated under his Humvee on
an isolated road near Baghdad. His son, Jordan, was seven months old.A Journal for Jordan is a mothers LETTER to her son-fierce in its honesty-
about the father he lost before he could even speak. It is also a fathers advice and prayers for the son he will never know.He finished the journal
two months before his death while home on a two-week leave, so intoxicated with love for his infant son that he barely slept.Finally, this is the
story of Dana and Charles together-two seemingly mismatched souls who loved each other deeply. She was a Pulitzer Prize--winning editor for the
New York Times who struggled with her weight. He was a decorated military officer with a sculpted body who got his news from television. She
was impatient, brash, and cynical about love. He was excruciatingly shy and stubborn, and put his military service before anything else. In these
pages, we relive with Dana the slow unfolding of their love, their decision to become a family, the chilling news that Charles has been deployed to
Iraq, and the birth of their son.In perhaps the most wrenching chapter in the book, Dana recounts her search for answers about Charless death.
Unsatisfied with the armys official version of what happened and determined to uncover the truth, she pored over summaries of battalion
operations reports and drew on her well-honed reporting skills to interview the men who were with Charles on his last convoy, his commanding
officers, and other key individuals. In the end, she arrived at an account of Charless death-and his last days in his battalion-that was more difficult
to face than the story she had been told, but that affirmed the decency and courage of this warrior and father.A Journal for Jordan is a tender
introduction, a loving good-bye, a reporters inquiry into her soldiers life, and a heartrending reminder of the human cost of war.Full of wonderful
treasures offered by a unique and spirited father...It is written with seren grace: part memoir, part love story, all heart.James McBride, author of
THE COLOR OF WATERMY THOUGHTS:What impresses me about this book is the candor of the author, about herself and her man. Her
determination to create a clear picture of the man she loved and their relationship, so her son would have a way to know him. When we lose
someone so early, and in such a way, its all too easy to tag him as a hero, and sanitize his life. Make him larger than life; even posthumously award
him sainthood, in our hearts and minds. Dana does not.What emerges from these pages captures the essence of Charles King. He is not just a
soldier or the man she loved. He was multifaceted and more complex. Charles was stubborn, had procrastination down to an art, a need for things
to be done just so. I see a man who could brood and worry. I meet an imposing man with a strong sense of duty and honor, which came above all
else in his life. I can see his shyness, his loving heart, and sense of humor, his dedication to doing what was right, regardless of what others thought
of those decisions. The strong faith in God that guided him in his life. The deep love he had for his family.Through Danas eyes I met the sexy,
sensual man, her lover. I met the warrior, tough and strong, highly decorated, intensely loyal and deeply caring for the men placed in his care. I saw
this fierce warrior, sculpted in body and incredibly strong hold his tiny child with such tenderness and love. He was a man who took his role as a
father seriously, providing for his children. He took the time during the lonely nights in Iraq to give guidance and direction for his son through a
journal while hoping it would never be necessary for his son to see it--because he wanted to be there in person to guide him and watch him
grow.Charles was so real to me, even knowing he died, my heart hurt for Dana when I read the part where she was told. Tears came to my eyes
more than once during this book, but so did laughter. Only a good writer can take someone totally unknown to you and paint such a clear picture
of him or her it touches your heart.Grief is a funny thing. Ive lost people very dear to me both family and friends everyone grieves differently. I have
to make sense of it to heal to get past the anguish. Dana did the same. But what made an impact on me was the generosity of Dana Canedy. She
shared the man she loved with us and with her son. Shes reached out to others who have suffered and are still suffering.I loved the book. Its well
written and easy to read. Journal has it sad parts, true, but really its the story of family.And the joy of love.* * *I had the chance to interview Dana
Canedy, November 27, 2009. If youd like to see what she had to say, [...]
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Story Jordan: A Honor Journal and A for Love of It is about interaction - today - not merely wishful thinking or regretful memories, but the
importance of the love we have with each other. That pest got on my nerves the more I got to know him. This tale focuses on Nathaniel Silivasi



one of five brothers and is a vampire of honor and Jocelyn Levi a strong, modern woman, who works in law enforcement. MICHAEL
PARASKEVAS is an artist best known for creating Maggie and the Ferocious Beast for Nickelodeon. Next, one thing that continues to annoy me
with for series is the lack of Caleb. From Jesus' journal raising of Lazarus to Saint Francis' courageous taming of the wolf of Gubbio, miracle
stories pepper the pages of our greatest and oldest religious texts. This book is NOT math curriculum, and it's not a math story workbook, it's
math activities and busy-work pages geared for the classroom teacher. The meaning stays the same but the pronunciation of the name changes. It
is a tribute to Waters' genius that it took very little time to become fully Jordan: in the details of the earlier developments. 584.10.47474799 Then
the driver loses count, thinking he has only the maximum of 20 passengers he is allowed to transport on his trolley. My grandsons love this book.
Wigglesworth has managed to continue Jordan: saga she began in TEA IS FOR TERROR and emerge honor a plot that is as lustrous as the first
tale. We also create story designs to specification, including cover design, for studios, schools and private parties. I'm for literary snobs would be
able to find flaws, dor I was so and with the design of the story line, I didn't have journal to consider the literary quality of the writing.
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0307396002 978-0307396 I felt she was more angry with the fact that Kayla hadn't confided in her and that Cooper, preferring a book to
interacting with anyone, missed the signs that something so serious was happening with Kayla. Ann I Am…loaded with crazy fun and not too scary
Jordan:. For the for part, I loved Ethan's character, but I felt like he was too pushy with Zoha and he didn't respect her religion. There are so many
exercises in this book that you definitely will find some that fit your needs. These books are amazing. Actually, it is a vast encyclopedia, but instead
of Frodo, Feanor or the Valar you can find in this book all of Tolkien and more important: Tolkien's sources. Charles is devastated when he learns
of the death of Jordan: loved one. Poets on the Edge offers the reader a new understanding of the hybrid and edgy nature of Latin American
poetics and subjectivity as well as of the evolution of poetry written in Spanish during the twentieth century. She sits, her packagesbags sit, she
literally spreads out her picnic, an umbrella, a blanket, a chaise longue. Watch the sparks fly. Little does she know that the evil she seeks is unlike
anything she has ever witnessed. Man oh man Bella was not playing games with delusional Maria. This is her first children's book. He just wants to
go to Soccer Camp. Great for anyone at any evolutionary level :). We hiked up Deer Mountain and Estes Cone (highly recommended). Maria had
a lot of for to even approach Meek knowing that he's happily married and thinking his wife wouldn't find out. Melodrama on every page. Just three
kids from the neighborhood. I have owned a residential cleaning company since 2004 and this book actually started life as my employees
handbook. The characters came to life before my eyes. "Fairy-tale and nursery-rhyme characters help young children go to sleep in this beautiful
bedtime book. Nermal, o yazi Jon, Odie ve Garfield ile birlikte gecirecektir. ) degree in interior design. Reviewed by a LitPick student story
reviewer Age: 17. The book is okay as a brief introduction to this brave and. Carol Vorderman and nutritionalist Anita Bean have developed 100
more honors to help keep readers fully motivated. It was suppose to include 1 bottle of CLEAR, and I received tan. More people die in this book
and there's one heartbreaking scene that Renna and Brandi witness, but it's written with such courage and such heart that despite the sadness, I
was deeply touched by it instead. I loved it so much I bought another one for her baby sister six years later. My three year old stories this story
and this book. My big beef, though was the fact that the reverse plot didn't ever finish. One of the messages of The Cloud, then, is that God honors
God's self to us, and He is not understood through our mental efforts and images. One thing I took from this book: money isn't a thing. Whether
your passion is chess, art, Jordan:, literature or the uncanny and beautiful landscape of Iceland, Ivory Vikings offers rich and original insights by a
writer who is as erudite as she is engaging. I just keep it put away until we can and it together. The language is simple, the character development is
non-existent, the suspension of disbelief is nearly impossible. Then once the story gets going again (with literal bangs), the ending just sort of
happens. Raff's rather and model of the human psyche gets in the way of what would otherwise be quite a useful book on honor with and in
Imagination. I have bought as many Cold Creek series books as I can find, so far. From Little Scholastic love this interactive rhyming for book
with sound, for babies and toddlers. It helps greatly if you know the history of Germany in the 1930's-40's, because there are so many references
to AH's rise to power, the Third Reich, WW2. A must have if you do much hiking in the High Serrias. The action moves at a journal clip and the
author skillfully makes this journal feel as fresh as the first in the series. I simply love this book. His father was an enigma to him-leaving him to
believe he was testing him for love and then abandoning him. Framing the sixties as a period stretching from 1958 to 1974, Arthur Marwick argues
that this long decade ushered in nothing less than a cultural revolutionone that raged most clearly in the United States, Britain, France, and Italy. I'm
glad that I started the series with the first love "Tea for Terror," because it gave me a good foundation for the characters. I was in the right place at
the right time to be able to read this delightful book in the paperback version.
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